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Mathematical Problem Solving in the Mementary School:

Some Edicational and Psychological Considerations'

Introduction

One of the most important goals of elementary school mathematics

is to develop in each child an ability to solve problems. In recent

years more and more emphasis has been placed on problem solving in tha

elementary mathematics curriculum. A cursory look at the scope and se-

quence charts.of the most popular textbook series points out this trend.

In each of these serics problem solving is identified as one of the key

strands around which the mathematics program is built. At the same time

there is concern among teachers, mathematicians, and mathematics educa-

tors that these programs are doing a poor job of developing problem

solving ability in children. Points of view which are representative

of the dissatisfaction with currcil:: p-zograms are found in the reports of

the Snowmass Conference on the K-12 na'unematics Curriculum and the Orono

Conference on the National Middle School athematics Curriculum held

during the summer of 1973. These reports called for extensive modifi-

cation of current mathematics programs to include a more systematic ap-

proach to providing instruction in problem solving.

The current concern should raise a number of questions in the

mind of anyone interested in the mathematics education of children.

'The author is indebted to Dr. Norman J. Webb and other members
of the Mathematical Problem Solving Staff at Indiana University for
their valuable suggestions. The views expressed in this paper do not
constitute an official statement of policy regarding the goals of the
Mathematical Problem Solving Project. The author accepts sole responsi-
bility for all of the positions and views stated in this paper.
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Exactly what is problem so1vin4? Can students really he taught to be

better ;problem solvers? T..r problem solvinr is so important and good

problem solvols are not bo)_112., doveloped, what steps should be taken to

change pres.:nt instructional practices? Ccitainly an answer to the

first question mu3t ha obtained before the other questions and ones re-

lat.ffl to them rire tokled. r3o, before proceeding any further a defini-

Lion of p:.oblcm solving should be provided.

Definition oi a 1:T:ohlom

A problem is a situation in which an indlvidual or group is

called upon tc p::rjorm a task for which there is no readily accessible

algorithm which determines completely the method of solution.

Any one o-c a number of ether decinitions of a problem would be

satisfabtory for 1:1'1.; purposes or this paper (e.g., Bourne, Ekstrand

(7 Dominowski, 1971: Davis, 1966: Aendersen "; Pingry, 1953; Simon &

Jewell, 1972). j'et it suffice. to'say that any reference to a Problem

or-problem solving refers tO P. sitntion in which previous eltperiencec,,

knowledge, and intuition must be coordinated in an effort to determine

an outcome or: that situation i'or which a ivocedure for determining th.:

outcome is not known. Thus, J:indim the length of the hypotenuse of E.

right triangle given tho lon7,ths of th.- two legs probably does not in-

volve problcfm solving for the student who understands the Pythagorean

Theorem, but may be problem solving of a complex nature for the student

who has not icon expos,.:.d to the Pythagorean Theorem.

SLIce problem solving is viewed as such an importantsart of

learning mathematics it seems natural to analyze carefully what is in-

volved in the process so that effective' instructional techniques can be

6
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developed. There is little or no argument on this point. Everyone

agrees that serious attention must be given to instructional isr,,ues re-

lated to problem solving. However, beyond this point there is little,

if any, unanimity of opinion concerning the process of problem solving,

Even the most successftl problem solvers have difficulty in

identifying why they are successful and even the best mathematics teach

ers are hard pressed to pinpoint what it is that causes their students

to become good problem solvers. Unfortunately, in spite of the volumes

that have been devoted to problem solving what is now universally ac-

cepted knowledge about problem solving can be boiled dcwn to Georg

Polya's words of advice to 'mathematics btudents: "Use your head."

(Professor Polya's final statement in a presextation at the 1974 annual

meeting of the American iiathematical 3ooiety.)

Out of frustration over an inability to deal successfully with

the problem solving dilemma, mathematics educators have turned to psy-

chology for guidance. The nature of problem solving and the measurement

of problem solving ability have been the objects of considerable attcl-

tion by psychologists (representative r._views of psychological researci

in problem solving have been written by Bourne & Dominowski, 1972;

Davis, 1966; Green, 1966). Typically, ysychological reports of problem

solving research begin with a statement like: "Research in human prob-

lem solving haS a well-earned reputation for being the most chaotic of

all identifiable categories of human learning (Davis, 1966, p, 36)."

Indeed, it has only been during the last twenty to twenty-five years

that a major point of view or teohnique has delieloyed Which attempts
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to isolate the important variables which influence problem solving be-

havior.
2

,

There api)ear to be a number 'f reasons for this condition.

First, a variAy of tasks has been used in problem solving research.

The tasks fo,.aid in the literature include such diverse problems as

matchstick, Tower of Hanoi, and jigsaw puzzles, anagram problems, con-

cept identification problems, arithmetic computation problems and stan-

dard mathematics textbook word problems, Also, Problem solving research

has been conducted by experimenters with quite different positions on

the nature of problem solving. The traz:itional cognitive-Gestalt

approach of such psychologists asWertheimor, Maier, and Duncker is quite

different from the associative learning thoory approach characterized by

the work of Naltzman (1955) and the Kendiers (Kendler & Kendler, 1962).

More recently, especially within the past fifteen years, considerable

effort has been devoted to the development of an information processing

approach to the study of problem solving. The well-known work of Simon

and Newell (1972) is representative of the information processing

-of the problem solving process. Thus, althoUgh much exciting and poten-

tially fruitful work is being conducted by psychologists, very few de-

finitive answers to the questions concerning the nature of learning and

instruction in mathematical problem solving are available at the piesr.,:.

time. It is likely that these answers will result only from seve::al

years of intensive study 'that reflects a cooperative effort by matae-

matics educators, psychologists, and classroom teachers,

2Kilpatrick (1969) suggests that serious attention 46 problem

solving. by mathematics educators has. developed. primarily ie.thin the

last ten or so years,



Overview of. TYs Puor

The intent of this paper is to describe -Ulu philosophy and aetiN-

itios of the Mathematical Problem Solving Project (1,19P) at Indiana

University. The paper will contain four main sections:

1. The Critical Is(:ies and. Questions Related to

Hathematieal Problem 331v7ng

2. Nature of the 14'r.

3. Thfu5t of the Jerk of 1,PIP at farliana Un:.A.:...

4. Plan for Future Research

The main focus of this paper is on the researcl and development

efforts undc_4ay at Indium University. Tric:;t1ded in tl-'s e'7fort is a

serious attempt to develop a cneeptual framework for mntmatical prob-

lem solving. The development of such a rrome'4ork will cr.:11%er on the

creation of a. model for

)

athematic:1i problem solving. Since the crea-

tion of such a model is consider,-1 to be of utmost import,,.v,:e iv deve3:.,:-

ink; a framework for future research and development efforts, an exten-

sive discussion of models of problem solving is included.

It in hopod that the positions posed and the efforts de5cribo

will stimulate valuable discussion concotning the key issues related t

math.,:maticAl problem solving in tho olem.:ntiry schools.___-
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Critical Issues and Questions Related

to Nathenatical Problem Solving

opening sentence of this piper stated that the development

of. ehildron's problem solving abilities is a major goal of elemontary

school mathematics. It is interesting that while few educators would

dsar:Iroo with this claim there is little evidence that a serious attempt

is boing mafic! to attain this goal. Po single factor can be

as causing this state of affairs to exist. InstelA the 2.ro%17m can be

attributed tn a number of causes, The follouin': are among the most

prominent:

1. Problem solving is the most com;;Mx of all inteTqactual

activities; consevently it is mcst 3r.tel-

lecteal ability to develop.

. 2. Rdemontary school maSomaties textbooks typically are

deleterious rather than facilitative in develcrisg

problem solving skills and processes in children.

3, 210montary school teachers do not view problem solving

as r. key feature or their. mathematics programs.

P. ore sug,;ostions are presented -11. remedying the present situation

it is appropriate to ei%burate on eaucos 2 axd 3.

it is the author's opinion that the ovcrwholminj majority of the

activities presented in elementary mathematics texts as problems are

actually little more 1h an ex(;_cises .lesigned for practicing the use of

a formula or algorithm. A seconi. criticism is that textboOks do not
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include enough situations which involve roal- world3 applications of

mathematics,

The third cause is the result of several factors. It is a fact

that most elementary school teachers perceive mathematics to be a static

and closed field of study. To them mathematics is more mechanics than

ideas, and involves very little independent or original thought. Of

course elementary teachers cannot be blamed for their pox-caption of

mathematics since it is based primarily on educational experiences whieh

stressed memorization of rules, formulae, anki facts. However, t.-

of mathematics which is held by elementary teachers is a part cf

vicious cycle which has developed. Children aro not learni)11; t) :)7.cor e

good problem solvers because their mathematics textbooks do nzt 77..ovide

appropriate opportunities for them to solve problems and ba)n=7 thei2

teachers do not view problem solving as important. At the c:.m.) :Imo,

teachers do not view problem solving as. important because it 17:..s not

given priority status when they studied mathematics. This condition-

cannot be rectified by attempting to convince presorvice teachers of the

importance of problem solving. At Indiana Univorsity prescrvice elE.xen-

tary school teachers are required to -t511:3 niie semester hours, of mat

matics and three semester hours of methods of teachin:.: mathematic.

Even this uncommonly good situation dogs not allcw sufficient time to

3Tho ten) "real-world" is difficult to define since. a mai-world
or real-life problem for one person may not be,a real-life problem for
another. Although interest rate and exoeary shopping 'problems are very
real in the sense that such prOblems are encountered daily by adults,
they aro often not evon problems for children because children era not
interested in them.
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overcome ten or more years cf "bad" experiences with mathematics. Also,

young teachers are prone to model their teaching behavior after the be-

havior of their supervising teachers, Co;:sequently, if little or no

pr5vision is male for developing children's problem solving skills by a

student teacher's supervising teacher, it is unlikely that the student

teacher will consider problem salving as an important part of the mathe-

matics program.

Reme3ies for the existing conditions cc.nnot ignore the need t

improve current teacher training programs, but improved teacher training

is only a small part of the solution. Even if teachers can be trained

to view mathemntics RS an area accessible through experimenatior and

independent thought, they will probably resort to using whi.1.,a0e uritte=m

ilmterials are available in the classroom and these materi. ale, for-

the most part, not conducive to enhancing the development .:Chum

solving abilities. Thus, serious and extensive efforts must begin tD

develop exemplary instructional materials in mathematics w,.icii have
4

problem solving as their main focus. The Mathematical Problem Solvisr;

Project (ITSP), which will be described in the next section, is attempt-

ing to Satisfy the need for such problem solving materials by produciila

a series cf modules devoted to the development of certain problem 2:qv-

ing techniques and by collecting and critegorio!,ng problems suitable for

use in thc! intermediate grades;

Attempts to develop instructional materials of any type must in-

volve considerable reflection about the most important aspects of the

topic being considered. In the course of developing modules which will

teach children fundamental skills and processes of problem solving the

12
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following questions are amcng those which shouldl be considered:

1. lhat Irind anl hotr nuch directfon Fhould bo given

module?

2. Uhat thstructional 4'cormnt is best suited to teaching

children how to solve problems?

Of course, these ore iroertnt quections but they are n spe-

cifically related to mathematiccl problem solving. Instead they a:re

questions which are raised by writers of any sort of insteuctiohal

materials. It is premature to attempt to answer these questions

answers to several more basic quesions arc found. Unfortunate72, 014

knowledge that exists about ho children solve .problems and ne.; ?rob[cm

solving should be taught is very limited. FOE exonnle, no colt';&7nt

answers have been found. for the most lw.sie quitons such

1. 'That prerequisite skills abilities, etc. must

have to solve partiQuiar kinds of problems?

2. 'That aspects of the problem solving pfocess can

taught to intermediate grade children?

a. Can children u Various Problem solving strategies

effectively?

b. Can children learn to cooLqinate the proc:s.7-

which are needed in solving complex problems?.

.Clearly the answers to these questions to a certain extent must

be based upon the intuition aLd experience of the persons involved in

writing the materials. However, it is equally as important that these

questions be attacked by considering the theoretical and research bases,

underlying the various Views toWard.teathing prblcm solving, It lf-uld
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be most r VC another curriculum project 'ch devotes all

its enerb vulopment of materials to th, ,sion of attempt-

ing to further the scientific knowledge regarding learning and instruc-.

tion in mathematical problem solving.
4

The issues raised thus fax have been concerned primarily with

the role of problem solving in the existing mathematics curriculum and

the development of instructional materials. Before these issues can be

dealt with in an appropriate way it is essential that several more

fundamental issues and questions be considered. These issues include

the four previously mentioned and are listed below with some disc.:s-:cn

follOwing.

Fundamental. Issues Related to Hathemattoal Problem Solving

1. Can problem-solving be :taught?

2. If problem solving can be "taught, "5 uhac types of expexiencei;

most enhance the developMent of this ability?

What are the specific characteristics of successful problzm solvers?.

What prerequisite skills, abilities, etc. and what level of cog-

nitive development must a student have in order to solve a partial.,

lar class of problems?

Educators and,psychologistszenerally agree that there are,severa:

4,

factors which influence problem difficulty. What are the primary

4
.This view is also held by Richard Shumway and is presented in

a position paper prepared by him for. the NPSP (1974).

5,,Taught" is being,used here in the sense that teaching can be
viewed 'as facilitating the understanding of or knowledge about spine-

thing. It does not imply necessarily direct intervention in the
student's learning process.

14



determinants of mathematical problem dij7ficLity for children in

grad.-s 4-(^

6. Thure ition face-7s which influence chiId.:?n's

-11

abilit and willingness to solve mathematical problems. For

example:

a. That types of problems are inter sting to children4,n 1;r0:105.1

4-6?

b. To uhat extent does a. child's cognitive and emotionalistyle

influence her/his willingneqs to solve problems?

7. ',That problem solving strategies can &lad= (grades4-6) 1;.:%rn to

use effectively? here fundamentally, can problem solvi*

be taught which are generalizable to a class of problems?

8. Since problem solving is also important in non-mathematic

the question arises concerning the extent to which learni:v% to so3v.-

various types of mathematical problems transCers to so17.:

mathematical problems (the 'issue is just as important if :

. to reLl ", . . transfers to solving ot11:37,- typJ, of irrxt!len7.1,o0.

Problems").

9. There are a number of issues related to the method of in:,:trurAi,:l

Among the most important are:

a. Is the small group mode. of instruotien a. bettar mode thrn

either the large group meae or individual instruction in

terms of teaching problem solving?

b. Uhat aspects of the problem solving process should influence

the choice of method of instruction? For example, should the

type of problem solving strategy appropriate for a problem

affect -the instructional mode us,:d?

l5
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c. The specific role of the teacher in problem solving instruction

is an open issue. Are there certain aspects of the problem

solving process which specify a more directive role by the.

toefther than others?

4, 'law should problem solving instruction be, organized aril.

sequenced? For example, should specific skills (e.g., making

tables) be developed before attention is directed toward teach-

ing a Particular strategy? To what extent Should a Gagneran

hierarchy be followed in planning instruction in problem

solving?

10. How do., such characteristics of problems as difficulty, interest,

setting,trategy, and mathematical content relate to one another?

11. Several models of the problem solving process have been suggested.

poany of these Models adequately describe mathematical, problem

solving? Is there'a need for developing afmodel for instruction in

problem solving? An instructional model might be fundamentally

different from a model of the solution process.

The MPSP at Indiana University; has selected. several of these

issues and questions far.study: ;namely, nos. 1,

.Sincethese questions and issues have been given

5, 6(a,),, 7, and '11.

sOmo,careful -;thought .

it is appropriatetb discuss them briefly.

Question 1., Can problem solving be taught?

Clearly, this is the most important question of ail. Kit-

'pstrickts (1969) review of mathematical problem solving indicates that

very little research has been done regarding the influence of instruc-

tion on problem solving ability.. The answer to this question probably

16



will not be determined until more is known about the nature of solArg

problems and the relationships anopg thj many factors whio:I

mathematical problem solving.

Alc.?stion 5. ',Ilia, 11 1-inary determinants of mathematical problem

for children in gndos 4-67

Psychologists generally focus on fourmaia areas for.in.o .iga-

ting problem difficulty: .(1) type of p2obl,:m tacit; (ii) rethoL of pre-

sentation of the problem; (iii) familiarity of the problem sol,er KjAl:

acceptable solution procedures (strategies, skillS, etc.); probe ;:

size (e.g., a problomwith several dimusions, both rele-iant cr 1:=',,-

vant, is more.difficult than a problem having fewer dimension''.

of, these areas has direct rolvancofor elomentry sch:,o1 maibliv;a4-.1c:11

problem solving. Clearly, not all type :. ai problems are auv:viAto fc,f

children of this age. Tihat is less cle,;:- is the bast -F pre-

senting particular classes of problems to children. 'Lang-Lace -7anto775,

. complexity of the problem statement,. Tole of concrete ar.d -0LG1r1 matr,

ils, child's prior experiences, and typo of prob:_om are among th-%

several factors determining the most appropriate method of presontat,G.I.

iiuch valuable information could be gained by posing prChisms to r,t1,04:Atrt

in different fOrms and varsioDs and under varying condition ?.

That the btudont's familiarity bith aoceptablo soluticn

dures is an important determinant of problem difficulty raises a ntr.b_r.7

of questions which 'Must be considered.

Which skills and strategies are most important for aldirg

problem solVing in mathematics in grades 4-6?

hich skills and stratogios should be taught f;1.77si:?
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-- Which, if any, strategies do students use naturally?

ilhich shills and strategies can be taught efficiently and

effectively? Can any be taught?

- - Should the skills (e.g., making a table) be developed before

concentrating on teaching a. strategy (e.g., pattern finding)

or should thrl, 4rAreloped as the strategy is taught?

-- Does teaching a particular strategy really, improve problem

solving ability in the sense that for any problem a student

will be able to choose the most approtiriate strategy to use?

More questions are being raised than answers in this paper.

This reflects the author's earlier statement that there are few defin-

itive answers to the questions about learning and instruction in mathe-

matical problem solving., The questiOns posed in the preceding paragraph

are no exceptions. However, despite-the.lack of answers based on firm

research evidence, there is considerable agreement that strategies can

and shOuId be taught. This claim.will be,discussed when Question 7 is

considered.

Issues related to problem size andi), oblem complexity are a

major focus of the research efforts of theITSP. Since these efforts

will be discussed in section IV of this paper no more will be said about

problem size in this section.

the four determinants of problem difficulty that. have been dis-

cussed are certainlynotthe only ones. :Rather, they are the ones to

which psycholog..sts have devoted: the most attention. . haler (1970)

states that there are several other impbrtant factors which make a

pioblem difficult. In determining a list of causes of difficulty, he



begins with the assumption that there is no lack of knowledge on the

student's part. ::lased upon this assumption he lists five potential

causes of difficulty in addition to the four that have already been

mentioned:

misleading incorrect solutions;

2. type of demands made upon idea getting processes versus

idea-evaluation processes;,

difficulty in locating subgoals that can be reached;

4. lack of moti,,ation;

5. high degree of stress.

The factors which have been listed in the previous paragraphs

illustrate the extreme complexity of problem solving. In addition these

factors are ones that psychologists have'letermined primarily through

highly controlled experimentation. In many of the "laboratory" studies

there is no need to consider factors such As mathematical content, level

of underStanding of concepts, processes,. and. skills, and environmental

influences since ability to perform the tasks used is not contingent
a

upon these factors. Unfortunately, thesefactors are present in normal

classroom instruction. Consequently, in addition to the determinants of

problem difficulty which have already been mentioned, the teacher is

confronted with the task of dealing with even m )re confounding factors

in planning appropriate mathematical-problem solving activities.

Question .6 (a). 'that types of problems are interesting to children

in grades 4-6?

This question cannot be answerod without considerable know1c6-

of a student's background, experiences, cognitive ability, and psycho-
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logical makeup. There is substantial evidence that learning is enhanced

when instruction is meaningful and relevant to the student. It is

reascnable to expect that this is also the case in learning to solve -

probl There are no h /. ,Liks if a pal ti:;-

ular problem. is interesting, but there are some general rules-of-thumb

which can guide problem selection.

1. Pe sure the problem statement (if written) is easy for

the student to read.

2. Use personal words and terms in the statement of the

problem. Try to make the student feel like he is apart

of the problem.

3. Although "real-world" problems are often difficult lo

find, such problems have a Illgh motivational.veuk (Most

of the "interesting" real-world. problems are tocp,cphis-

ticatad for the level of mathematical understanding

which intermediate grad.) children have).

- 4. encourage students to mo.ko up their own problems.

Do not place the student in a stressful situation. Pcr

example, insistence on getting a correct answer in a

short period of time is a good way to kill enthusiasm

for working a pobleme

The IIPST is_developinr a problem bank for grades 4-6. One of

the criteria for selecting a problem for inclusion in the bank is that

it be interesting to children. Interest will be determined., through

le4ensive interviewing and observing children as they solve problems.

zo
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question 7. '.Tat problem solving strategies can children learn to UFC

effccti ly?

Ti pappropared for the JIPSP, Greenes (1974) and Seymour

(1974) offered specific reommendaions regarding skills and _traegies

which should he taught. Grcenes not Only listed several strategics

whichcan be taught to children in-dradcs 4 -6 but also made suggestions

for sequencing problem solving activities. The skills and strategies

Greenes identifies inoludsi estimate or guess, simplify, conduct t.n

experiment, make a diagram, make a table, const-mct a graph, write an

equation, .search for a pattern, construct a flowchart,, partition the

decision space, and deductive logic.

Seymour considers such skills as "making a table" and

structing a graph' as valuable aids to mathematical problem .s.-.1vng but

would probably classify such skills as sub-strategies beaause they ar.:

really toolS for applying a strategy. The strategies he considors

appropriate for the intermediate grabs include: analogy, pattern.

recognitio , deduction, a:Id error, organized listing, working back-

wards, con ined strategics, and unusual strategies which are unique to

a problem.

belief of ma+' 1cs educators like Greenas, Seymour and

Polya that strategies can be taught .should be given srlous

tion. 'foi st of our knowledge about learning and instruction is based on

the experiences of teachers irho have thought long and hard about Ways

to help hildren-learn. Although little research haS been done on the

effectiv6ess of teaching problem solving strategies, the fact that

scveralMaster,teachers arc convinced of the feasitility of,. teaching
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children the Ar of certain str,li,0.,,= coo-Aurage teachers wh6 .

1,1annlic t include problem solving as a part of their mathematics

program.

Question 11. Do any of the models of the problem solving process

adequately describe mathematical problem solving?

The primary purpose of a model is to describe the salient and

essential characteristics of the process or phenomenon which is being

modeled. Any model of the problem solving process should be evaluated

on the basis of the extent to which it not only identifies the essential

aspects of the process but also the extent to which stages and relation-

ships among those stages are identified.

An, investigation of this question has evoked considerable

inquiry within the MPSP and .it is a major theme of this paper.. A. dis-

cussion of models of mathematical problem solving is included in

section IV of this paper.
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The Nature of the ;:athematical Problem Solvinr; Project

'Y Tho flathematical Problem 'Solving Project (MPS?), which is co-.

ZponsoreA Who i7atienal Council of Teachers of iathornatics and the '

Tathematics Education Development Center at Indiana University and

funded by the National Science Foundation, is working -toward the devel-

opment of mathematical problem solving modules rhich can be inserted

into existing curriculum cf grades 4-6.- nany types of problem situatdons

will be incluqed in those modules: raal-worId applications of matin-

matics (i.e., "real-worId" as the student sees it), problems related to

tho mathematics studied in the stander cricii1, mr.t.thwatical r-rn--

ations, and problems involving various stratagies such as guess and test

and pattern finding. Mile the InT Ls primarily a development projr,ot

the materials bein developed will bo ilazed upon rosearch into tha

tia.ehing ana lenrning of problem .Lolving and will.be pilot tested in

a number cf elempntary schools.

The project is in operation at three different centers: the

University of ,Torthern Iowa, the Oakland Schools (Pontiac, hiehigan),

and Indiana ,University. Tihile the project has identified the central_

goal as being the development of problem solving modules for us.- in

grades 4-6, each center plays a distinct role.

Role of the University of Northern Iowa (U.N.I.)6:

The HASP site at the University of northern Iowa is directed by

George Immerzeel. The primary role of the site is to develop a series

6
This description summarizes

Gore Immerzeel and his associates.
the role of U.J.I. as reported by
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of "skills'
7
booklets and associated problem solving experiences. Spe-

cifically, the center at is identifying the spectrum of required

skills that are not part of the present curriculum, and writing mater-

ials that build this spectrum for particular problem solving strategies,

After considering an extensive list of required problem solving

skills and classifying these skills into those that are simple (require

a limited set of tactics). and complex L.reouiring a variety of tactics),

seven were identified as appropriate for students in grades 4 through 6.

1. Using an equation

2. Using table

3. Usin; resources (reading, formulas, dictionaries,

encyclopedias)

4. Using a model (physical model, graph, picture, diagram)

'5. Hake a simpler problom

6. Guess and. test

7. Compute to solve

Each-of these skills is simple in that they involve a single principle

tactic. They do not depend upon an interrelation among tactics as is

the case in strategies such as pattern finding and goal stacking. 8

7
There is a semantics problem in trying to communicate ideas

about problem solving. Terms like."skill," "strategy," "heuristic,"
and "technique" connote difforent things to different people. The .word
"skill," as used by the University of Northern Iowa staff, refer to
generic problem solving techniques which are needed in order to use.a
particular strategy. Thus, "making a table' is a skill,. whereas:
"pattern finding" is a strategy.

8
See Simon and Newell (1922)_Jand__1Lickelgren (197_4)__for -

description of goal_ sta.:citing.
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A "s'Aill-; booklet" will 13:: written -.for each o-C the seven skills.

These booklets will be desi:;ocd to tcach thc subskills needed to use a

n:irticular skill. ''or- :xemple, for the guess and Test Skills llooklet,

apnreximately 100 problems were written end the skills necessary to

solve the pro:0,!,: w.:,rc identified. ThLsr SI. i .1 is {7i- 'Q th2n incorporated

into.th:! 'boot A.

Th.! :1 1111 booklet is written so tit a student can ure the

bool.let (V.-teacher input and also so the teacher can use

the 1)eo!:1 t o'f;u1rir classroom settinfr. After corpleting each

bookl. 6tiChnt is an evaluation that not only determines theme

stude-tt's r.ue;oss in the salls but is n Tuide to rroup placement ror

the prohlrm siaviag exilerionces designed for the skills.

The ,-..Dhlem solving experiences consist, o';' a set of cards for

ceach skill. These cords represent five levels or difficulty and a

variety ai interests. Although a majority o.;' the problems ere supposed

to have a. "real world" rpttlur,, there are also exemples from all aspects

of the curricoluil. this set problems each student should be

able to find ry,7oblems thet not only cit. , /his interests but also are

at a level of difficulty where th.! ;:tudeln, will be challenged bet have

a reasonable chance i'or success. Also included in the problem sot are

problems in which the use of the mioi-cillculator is'apnropriate. These

problems or,.1 identifled so tae` strident known the calculator is suggested

for th:1 problrn. A separate ski lls booklet for the mini-calculator will

be devolop,A which can be used cith any type e problem sol7ing strategy.
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As the skills booklets and problem sets arc developed, they

will be field-tested with students in grades 4-( in the Dalcoln Price

Laboratory School, of the University of Northern Iowa.

Role of the Oakland Schools9

Davie? 'Yells is the director of the Oakland Schools Center. This

center is responsible for preparing teachers to field test and help

develop materiUs. The teachers will use their classrooms to field test

the materials developed at Oakland, U. ;!.I. and Indiana University.

.Thus, the Oak land,, Schoo ls centen operates the major field. testing com-

ponent of tho project. Currently there are twelve teachers participating

in the field tedting. In addition, these twelve teachers parti:,ipato

actively in solving 'problems, discussing problem difficulty, identify-

ing problem solving strategies, develnping problems for use in modules,

and contributing, to the development of nodules.

Tae participation of classroom teachc-s is an essential part cf

the project. It is alseessontial that thede teachers teach in. a schot-.1'

system which offers diverse socio- economic, groupings of children. The

Oakland Schools is ideally suited in this respect since it has approxi-

mately 260,000 stUdentS and 14,000 teaches and contains industrialized

centers, suburbanoommun!.ties and rural areas.

Bele of Indiana University (T.U.)

The mathematics Oducation Development Center, under the direc-

, tion of John LeBlanc, is tha third site involved in :TSP. , The role of

9This description summarizes the role of the Oakland Schools
as reported by Stuart Chogte, Assistant Director of the Oakland Schools
Center.

2 6 /.1
Gi:
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the I.U. center is twofold. First, it is involved in the development

of one or more modules based on information gathered through work with

individual and small groups of students. Second, the center has major

responsibility for evaluating the materials developed. at the other

centers and for making suggestions for revision. At the same time the

staff of the Mathematics FiduCation
Development Center is best qualified

among the three centers to Conduct developmental research into the ques-

tions which will arise inevitably as the modules and problems are being

created. To date, research problems have been identified related to

problem difficulty and complexity and techniques for observing and

interviewing children as they attempt to solve problems. The thrust of

the work of the U. center will be discussed in more detail in a later

section.

The roles of the. three centers:haVe'teen described briefly but

the interrelationships among the centers has not been specified. Inter-

action among the centers is determined on the. basis need for reaction

to ideas being investigated and materials being developed. For example,

it is expected that materials devised by one center will be reacted to

by the other centers. In this respect there is acyclic pattern of con-

tinual development, testingland evaluation of materials which are pro-

duced (see figure 1). Also, all three.centers will be involved in

identifying researchable issuesor close scrutiny by the I.U. center.
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Figure 11 Interrelationship of Primary Roles of the MPSP Centers.

A final word should be,said regarding the feasibility_of a tri-
_

site project,. Stich an organizational structure necessitates some con-

fusion, inefficiency, and duplication of efforts that must be taken into

account in'assessing the project. Hoviever, despite these shortcomings

the tri-site aspect is viewed as a strength rather than a weakness of.

the project. The collaboration of educators with different interests,

experience and expertise has been proposed by several. leading curricu-

'lum developers. Having three centers offers a broader base for dis-

seminating the materials which will be developed

range of expertise in the areas of teaching, materialS development,

provides a wider

evaluation, and research.
10

. .

. ,

10This view was articulated by James Gray who is the B.C.T.k.

representative on the-MPSP Advisory Poexd.
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Focus of Efforts in the MPSP at Indiana UniVersity

This section is devc.:ed 'a description, of the research and

development work at Indiana University during 1974-75. Also the current

status of the model of mathematical problem solving which is evolving

will be given considerable attention. Although the developmentof a

model has been given tertiary status during the past year, it seems

appropriate to present it in this paper in order to elicit the'reader's

reactions.

The work of the I.U. center during the past year focused pri-

marily on intensive obserVation of students''problem solving behavior,-.

the development of a problem bank, and the creation of a problem solving

module.

Observation of Fifth Grade Students

In order to get a better feeling for what types of problems

students find interesting_and_to investigate-if students employ any

discernible strategies as they solve problems, the decision was made to

spend some time (approximately 6 weeks) observing fifth grade children

as they attempted to solve problems without having any prior instruction.

Fifth graders were used because it seemed reasonable to fix the age

level of the children so that developmental factors relatedAo age would

not haVe to be dealt with.

Approximately eighty problems were found that were suitable fore

most ifth graders. The problems were selected onthe basis of: rele-

van e to fifth grade mathematics, potential interest for fifth graders..

a "non-routineness" (i.e.l'problems that are not standard textbook
. 1.

"story problem"). Consideration also. was given to selecting problems
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which could be solved inmate than one way. Ten of the problems were

selected for use in interviewing student:.

Two classes of approximately sixty fifth grade students were

interviewed as they attemptedAo solve some of the ten problems. The

first clas6 of students was interviewed individually and in groups of

two, three, and four as they worked a set of four problems, When grours

of students were interviewed, t preyed too difficult to identify frog

audio recordings the processes used by individuals. Thus, all studerits
,

in the second class were interview\ed individually. The findings from

the interviews were:

1. Very few of the students wrote anything.down. Some drew
a figure, but only after it .Was suggested by the interviewer.

Most students had difficulty re ning Multiple conditions
and considering two or more conditions at the see time.

3. Students often solved a problem that was not the stated
problem. They misread the problem or misinterpreted the
problem.

4,. Students in gone7.:al did not use ,strategies, although a fv:r
attempted to identify patterns for some. problems.

The observation that many Students were unable to coordinate
'

'multiple conditions in a problem (finding #2) deserves elaboration.

One of the problems,presentedto students was the following:.

There are '15 cups on the table. John has marbles, and he
wants to pUt a different number of marbles under each cup.
Can he do this? Explain...

\There are three different conditions to coordinate: five cups,

'nine blest and a.different number. of marbles under each cup (Of

course, "John" cannot perform this task). Some students ignored the

third requirement and came up with 2, 2, 2, 2, 1 as their answer..
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Other students ignored the 'condition of having nine marbles and arrived

at 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 for an answer. It should be pointed out that although

many students did not initially coordinate all of the conditions, they

were able to do so after rereading the problem or being given a simple

clue by the interviewer. It should be. added that it is possible that

students did not use all of the conditions because they would not have

found a way to put the marbles under the cups otherwise. It is likely

that they have been. conditioned to find an "acceptable" answer at all

.costs. To them, getting an answer is the most important thing; getting

an answer that makes sense Is something else. This situation is prob-

ably not the fault of the students but the fault of a society which

stresses immediate results and values quantity more than quality.

Mini-Instruction of Fifth Grades

The results of the interviews suggested that although the stu-

dents were unsuccessful for a variety of reasons, they did benefit from

the question asked and the hints given by the interviewers. Thus, it

seemed feasible to devise short sequences of instructional activities

which would focus on helping children in the areas that appeared to

cause them the most trouble.

A fifth grade class., different from those interviewed, was

divided into four groups (3 groups of 8 SS ani group of 7 Ss). The

groups were approximately equal in ability based on the scores from a

pretest on mathematical reasoning. Each group was givdn'forty-five min-

utes of instruction on each of four consecutive days. The instruction..

varied among groups by what was stressed. The four different instruc-

tional stresses were based on the findings from the interviews. They
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1. Using Strategies This group worked on using
'pattern finding" ard
cation" in solving problems.

28

2. Coordinating Conditions - This group considered the conai-

tions of the problems and checked.

that the solution satisfied all

of the conditions.

3. Understanding the Problem- This group was given ways to help
understand what a problem is ask-
ing such as drawing a figure cr
distinguishing between relevant

and irrelevant information.

4.: Working Problems - This group was given,no particu-

].ar instruction. The students

were given the problems and asked .

to work them, They were told if,

they had the solutions right cr
.mpg and given hints when neces-

sary.

Each group was given nearly the came Get of problem: over the

four-day period, These problems were selected because they were appro-

priate for instruction in each group, At the end, of .the fou -day

instructional period a posttest of four problems was given to all the

students to see if any change in their problem solving behavior had

occurred. In addition, two students from each group were individually

interviewed as they worked the posttest,

There was no attempt to compare the groups statistically in

terms of problem solvingperformane4. This was not an experimental

study to'determine which of four instructional techniques was the best.,

but rather an exploratory investigation of the feasibility of providing

.instruction in very specific aspects of the problem solving process. At

thii point the primary interest was to try out ideas in order to gain a,

32
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narrower focus, not to conduct careful planned and controlled experi-

ments' to test well-formed hypotheses.

The results of the mint-instruction were inconclusive. Although

the group which received instruction on using strategie6 seemed to bene-

fit the most from the instruction, the teacher variable may well have

been the factor that caused this to happen since each group had a dif-

ferent teacher. In-general the extent of.the influence of the small

group instructional sessions is unclear. However, the insight gained

into the behavior of fifth graders in small group problem solving situ-'

ations was invaluable. Interviewing and observing students as they

work on mathematical problems has continued to be a primary activity at

the I.U. center.

Development of a Problem Bank and Problem Categorization Scheme

The second major thrust of the I.U. center has been toward the

development of a large bank of problems of a wide variety of types. As

the size of this bank has grown it has become necessary to determine a

scheme for categorizing the problems so that retrieval of problems will

be efficient. A substantial effort has been undertaken to devise a

\suitable categorization scheme.

lof having a problem bank had to

lem bank are:

In pursuit of this scheme the purposes

be clarified. The purposes of the prob,

1. to provide, classroom teachers with a source of problems

of various types;

2. to haie available a wide range of problems-with respect

to structure and. mathematical complexity, mathematical con-

tent, problem setting, strategies used in *plying the prob-
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lems, interest, etc. for\usc,in development of problem

\

solving materials.

One important use of the problem bank i as a source of problems

exemplifying a particular strategy. For example

illustrate the use of the "pattern finding" stra

the problem bank and choose problems designated

problems..

In. order to categorize the problems in the bank four dimensions

were identified: the setting of the problem, the complexity of the

problem, strategies applicable for a problem, and the mathematical con-

if a teacher wishes to

egy, he/she can go to

"pattern finding"

tent of the problem. Initial attempts to sort out the components of

each category resulted in the following outline for a categorization

scheme.

I. The setting of problems
A. Verbal setting

1. simple statement
2. statement in story form
3. statement in game form
4. statement in project fcrm

B. Auxiliary non-verbal setting (a verbal{ setting accom-
panied by non-verbal information or ma erials which are
not essential to solving the problem)
1. diagram /picture /graph
2.. concrete objects

3. acting out the problem
A. hand calculators and other "facili tive" devices

C. Essential non-verbal setting (non -verbs information or
materials essential to solving the prob em)
1, diagram/picture/graph
2. concrete objects

3. acting out the problem
4. and calculators and other "facilitative" devises.

Complexity of problems ,
A. Complexity of the problem setting

1; number of words
2. number of conditions (numerical and non-numerical).
3. type of connectives among conditions
4'. familiarity of setting.

5. amount of superfluous information
6. number of clues providedjverbal.andlnon-verbal)
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B. Complexity of the solution process
1. familiarity with the type of solution
2. number.of questions posed
3. type of connectives among questions
4. number of variables
5. type of connectives among variables
6. number of different operations required
7. type of operations required
8. number of steps required to reach solution

III. Problem solving strategies
A. Pattern finding
B. Syatematization
C. Visual perception

Tnferenc
E. Taal-and-error
F, Use and/or development of visual aids
G, Use and /or development of simpler problems
H. Recall and use of-previous exl- riences.
Mathe-matical content

Since the problem bank will be used within the structure of
the existing mathematics curriculum, the components of this
category should be determined on the basisof topics in-
cluied in various grade five mathematics textbooks.

Problems which exemplify the use of various strategies have not

been di ficult-to find. -Carole Greenes and Dale Seymour have provided

the MPSP. with large collections of excellent problems which illuStrate

particular strategies and which are appropriate for use in the inter-

. mediate grades. Ooluplexity has proven to be the most challenging cate-

gory to consider. Several weeks of intensive study resulted in a revi-

sion of the outline_ related to the complexity of problems. The revised

outline is.Presented here without discussion. Work is now underway to

,determine if factors included in this outline are critical in.the deter-

urination of problem complexity.

Revised. Outline of.Complexity of a Problem

I. .Complexity of problem statement
A. Vocabulary

1. Word frequency
2. Specialized use
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B. Sentence factors (conceptualization of phrases)
1. Number of Simple Sentences
2. Average number of words per sentence
3. Decodability of phrases

C. Amount of information
1. Numerals and Symbols
2. Necessary numerical and non - numerical data
3. Questions asked

D. Interest factor
1. Number of, personal words
2. Number of concrete non-mathematical words

Complexity of the focusing process
A. Interrelationships of Conditions

1. .Number of bits of irrelevant data
2. Types of connectives between conditions (an, or,

if . then)
3. Order of presentation of the givens and/or operations
4. Logical structure of the problem

B. InterrolationshipS of goals
1. Leading questions
2. Corollary questions
3. Completely disjoint questions
4. Related queltions

III. Complexity of the Solution Process
A, Unique vs.- non-uniqUe vs, no. solution
B. Mathematical content involved
C. Types of strategies that could be used effectively
D. Minimumnumber,of subgoals
E. Types of goals

IV. /Complexity of. Evaluation
A. Ease of checking solution
B. Ease of generalizing solution

Module Development

The development of instructional materials on pattern finding,

was begun. Pattern finding was chosen as the focus of the module be-

cauSe the students had an accurate understanding of the word "pattern"

and used it in conversation. Also, there is a wealth of problems which

involve pattern finding in their solutions. Preliminary. versions of

parts of the module have been tested in fifth grade classrooms. No for-

mal evaluation of the extent to which students learn to use a pattern

finding strategy ;has been conducted. 'Instead, the testing has concen-

trated on readability of the materials, clarity of presentation, format

used, an0 Interest level.
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Toward a Model of the Problem Solving Process

The attempt to develop a problem :solving module on pattern find-

ing and determine a scheme for categorizing mathematical problems neces-

sitated a careful examination of th.,- behaviors, both affective ani ooG-

nitive, which are demonstrated as a student trios to solve a problem.

This analysis involved an attempt to determine c. model of the proble%

solving process which emphasizes the most important components of the

Process'and provides an accurate description of how successful problem

solvers think. A search of the literature on problem solvi:Ig revealed

that several attempts have been made to devi'e a model which describes

problem solving. It. was appropriate to study some.-of the models in

order to create a model which approximates the process for solving

Mathematical problems.

Dewey's Model of Reflective Thinkin

In his classic book, How We Think, Dewey proposes five phases of

refleetivethought (Dewey, 1933). While reflective thought is not synon-

'mous with problem solving, it is clear that reflective thought is an

essential part. of problem solving.

The five phases are:

.1. Suggestion: direct action upon a situation is inhibited.

thereby causing conscious awareness of being "in a hole"

(p. 107);

2. Intellectualization: an intellectualization of the felt

difficulty leading to a definition o: the problem;

3. Hypothesizing: various hypotheses are identified to begin

and guide observations in the collection of factual material;
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4. Reasoning: each hypothesis is mentally elaborated upon

through reasonings .

5. Testing the hypothesis. by actions -". . . some kind of test-

ing by overt action "to give experiMental corroboration, or

verification, of the,conjectural idea (pp. 113-4)."

Dewey is careful to point out that these phases do not necessarily

folloivone another in any set order. This analysis is valuable in iden-

tifying stages in reflective thinking and thus, in problem solving..

However, it considers only the logical-aspects of reflective thought but

does not consider nonlogical "playfulness" or intuition. It has been

suggested that Dewey's formal steps are more a statement of one type of

scientific method than an accurate description of how people think

(Getzels, 1964). As a result, this model of the process of solving prob-

lems may describe how students ought to think, but it does not describe

how students usually do think, when: they are solving problems.

Johnson's Model of Problem Solving

Whereas Dewey's model reflects a logical analysis of problem,

solving,lohnson (1955) has provided an analysis which is oriented to

the psychological processes related'to problem solving. Johnson's model

is of particular interest because it provides a framework in which

. . to interpret measures of problem-difficulty such as solution

time (Bourne et al; 1971, p. 56)." Three stages are included, in his

models

1. Preparation and orientations the student gets an idea of

what the problem involves.
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2. Production: the consideration of alternative approach.Ds to

a solution and the subseenent generation of possible

solutions.

3. Judgment: the determination of the adeeuacy of a solution

and the validity of the approach used to arrive at the

solution,

In addition to providing information .bout problem difficulty

this model offers a dimension that is not present in Dewey's model--it

leads to speculation about the effects of instruction. In Johnson's

model pre-production activity by the problem solver is jest as important

as the production stage.. Unfortunately, little is known about the prep,

aration stage because researchers have preferrel:to investigate. problem

situations which are well-defined for the student. Thus, the prepare-

Lion s Age plays a less important role. The suggestions for future

research efforts which appears in the final section of this paper include

a plea for studies which focus on the preparation stage of probipm solv-

ing by examining problems for which the student is not fully prepared.

Polya's Model of Problem Solving

Georg Polya's extensive writings have been a source of much

valuable information regarding the problem of teaching problem solving

in mathematics (Polya,1957; 1962). Unlike Dewey and Johnson, Polya's

concern lies primarily with mathematical problem sclving. To him,

teaching problem solving involves considerable experience in solving

problems, and serious study of the solution process. The teacher who

wants to enhance her/his students ability to solve problems must direct

their attention to certain key questions and suggestions which corre-
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spond to the mental operations used to solve problems. In order to

group these questions in a convenient -manner Polya suggests four phases

in the solution process.

1. Understanding the problem

2. Devising a plan

3. Carrying out the plan

4. Looking back

Since PolYa's four phases are familiar to most mathematics edu-

cators interested in mathematical problcm,solving, no discussion of his

model will be presented here. It should be pointed out that instead of

being adescription of how successful problem solvers think, his model

r.

is a proposal for teaching students how to solve problems. While this

model may be valuable as-a guide in org zing inStruction,in problem

solving, it is toogross to be of much help in identifying potential

areas of difficulty for students or clearly specifying the mental pro-

cesses involved in successful problem solving.

Webb's Model of Problem -Solving

After reviewing the existing literature. on mathematical problem

solving, Webb (1974) devised a model which is purported to bo a synthe-

sis of the various models described in the literature. This model con-

tains three main stages in solving a problem: preparation, production,

and evaluation.

1. Preparation: includes defining and understanding the prob-

lem; understanding what is unknown, what is given and what

the goals are.

2. Production: includes the search for a 'path to attain the
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goals; recall of principles, facts, And rules from memory;

generation of now concepts aril rules to be used in solving

the problem; devolopment of hypotheses and alternative

plans that "may lead to one or more goal.

3. Evaluation: includes checking subgoals and the final solu-

tion; checking the validity of procedures used during prep-

aration and production.

`Jobb states that his model ". . . is not a hierarchical model in that

preparation always comes before production which always must precede

evaluation. This is more a cyclic model (Ucbb, 1974, p. 4)." This

model has proved to be useful to the staff at the Indiana University

center. of the MPSP as a rudimentary model from which a more detailed and

refined model can be developed.

Sor.2 Other Models of Problem Solving,-

In addition to the-models proposed by Dewey,.Johnson, Polya,

and Webb several other thoughtful models have been developed. Repre-

sentative of these modols are those of Klausmeir.and Goodwin (1966) and

Wallas (1929). Without discussion these models are presented below.

KlausmQir and Cood7dn's Model

1. Setting a goal

2; .Anpraising the situation

3. Trying to attain the goal

4. Confirming or rejecting a solution

5. Reading the goal
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Wallas' Model

1. Preparation

2. Incubation (a mulling over period)

3. Illumination (the conception of a solution)

4. Verification

A workinuidel of Problem Solving for the MPSP at Indiana Universit

The primary limitation of each of the models that have been dis;-'

cussed is that they are either prescriptive (viz. Dewey.,, and Polya) or

only grossly descrittiVe,(viz. Johnson, Klausmeir and Goodwin, Wallas,

and Webb).' The prescriptive models suggest techniques to help the stu-

dent be a better problem solver. The descriptive models may be more

valuable in the sense that they identify phases the student goes through

during problem. solving. The goal of the MPSP is to devise a more de-

tailed and refined descriptive model.
Ca

The search for such a model has led to an investigation of in-

formation processing approaches to problem solving research. With the

possible exception of gestalt psychology, information processing theory'

seems.to be the only psychological theory which has problem solving as.

a central focus. A primary thrust of information processing. theory is

to develop a description of specific types of problems that is precise

enough to enable an explanation of problem solving behavior in'terms of

basid cognitive processes. The most complete description of information

processing theory has been presented by Newell and Simon (1972). Wick-
.

elgren (1974) has attempted. to develop an operationalized theory of

problem solving by combining elements of information processing theory

and the ideas of master teachers like Ceorg Polya.
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The work of Newell and Simon, and yickelgron hasled the author

to the model for solving mathematics problems which is described in the

paragraphs which follow, This' model is, of course, not as refined as it

phould be nor does it necessarily generalize to all types of successful

mathematical problem solving behavior, However, it does pinpoint some

critical components of problem solving behavior which are missing in the

other models. Six-distinct, but not necessarily disjoint, stages are

included in this model.

1. Problem. Awareness

Problem Comprehension

3. .Goal Analysis

4. Plan Development.'

5. Plan,Implementation

6. Procedures and Solution. Evaluation

It should be emphasized that these stages are not necessarily sequential,

In fact it only rarely happens that 'these stages do occur sequentially

and distinctly from each other.

In keeping with an information processing approach to building

a model it would be desirable to devtse a flow chart that would describe

the student's cognitivq.processes as-progress is made from ProbleM

, Awareness through Plan and Solution Evaluation, However, since the

stages are not hierarchically ordered, or even distinct, for most prob-

lems it is not possible to loviee a completely accurate diagram of the

flow, of progress during problem solving. Figure 3.is-a rough descrip-

tion of the way in which the stages of the model are related.
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1: Problem Awareness.

A situation is posed for. the student. Before this situation be-.

comes a problem for the student he/she must realize that a difficulty

exists. A. difficulty must exist in the sense that the student must

recognize that the situation cannot be resolved readily. This recogrii-

,tion often follows'from initial failure to attain a goal. This view of

what constitutes a problem is consistent with Bourne's description of a

problem situation as one in which initial attempt6 fail to accomplish

some goal (Bourne et al, 1971). A second component of the awareness

stage is the student's willingness to; try to solve the, problem. If the

student either does not recognize .a difficulty or is not willing to,pro-

ceed in trying to solve the problem, it is meaningless to proceed (see

Figure 2).

(Problem
Posed

) Stop
or

Repose

to

.Repose
I or
A

`c.

Is
S willi

Nto attempt a
-N.,solution?

Yes. Yes

Done Acides
tcs work
on pro

Figure 2! Schematic representation.of problem awareness.

Stage 2s Problem Comprehension

Once the student is aware of the problem situation and declares,

a willingness to eliminate it as a problem, the task of- making sense out

of the problem, begins. This stage involves at least two sub-stagess
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translation and internalilation. Translation involves interpretation

of the information the probl:m provides into terms which have meaning

for the student. Internalization requires that the problem solver sort

out the relevant information and determine how this information inter-

relates. Most importantly, .this stage results in the formation of some

sort of internal representation of the problem within tho problem solver.

This representation. may not be accurate at first (or it may never be

accurate, hence the student fails to solve the problem), but it furnishes

the student with a means of establishing goals or priorities for working

on theeproblem. It is here.that the'non-sequential nature of the model

shows up.for the first time. The accuracy of the problem solver's in

ternal representation may increase as progress is made toward a solu-

tion.' Thus, the degree of.problem comprehension will be a factor in

several stages of the solution proceis.

Stage 3s Goal Analysis

It seems that the problem solver may jump b=k;and forth from

this stage to another. For. some problems it is appropriate to establish

subgoals, for other6 subgoals are not needed. It is often true that the

identification and subsequent attainment of a,subgoal aids both probleM

comprehenSion and procedure development.

. Goal analysis can be viewed as an atteuTtto.refOrmulate the

problem so that familiar strategies an&techniques can. be used. It may

also involves an identification of the component parts, of a 'problem. It

is'a.process whichmoves,from the.goal itself backwards in' order to sep-

arate the different components Of the problem. Thus; goal analysis

actually includes more than a simple specification of givenAnforMation,
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specification of the relationships among the Information, and specifi-

cation of the operations which may be needed (see Resnick and Glaser,

1975, for a more detailed discussion of goal analysis).

Stage 4: Man Development

It is during this stage that the problem solver gives conscious

/attention to devising a plan of aitack. Developing a plan involves much

(' more than identifying potential strategies (e.g., pattern finding and

solving a simpler related problem). It also includes ordering subgoals

and specifying the operations which may be used. It is perhaps this

stage more than any. other that causes difficulty for students. It is

common to hear mathematics students proclaim after watching their

.teacher work a problem: "How did he ever think of that? I never would

have thought-of that trick." The main sources of difficulty in learning
1

...how to formulate a plan of attack-emanate froM the'fact that students..

are prone to give up if a task .cannot be done easily. Of course, if

problems can be done too easily, they are not really problems. A good

problem causes initial failure whieh, too often results-in a

refusal to continue. This state of affairs is not the fault of students

but rather the fault of teachers who do not recognize that initial fail-

:Ire is a necessary condition for problem solving (Shumway, 1974). It

may.also be true that students are unable to devise good plans because

they have few plans at their disposal. There is. preliminary evidence

from. work done at the Indiana University center of MPSP that many chil-

dien in grades 4-6 proceed primarily trial- and -error 'fashion until

they either find.a "solution" that satisfies them or give up. Equipping

students ofthise,ge with a few well-chosen Strategies may facilitate

their ability to plan.
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Another source cf difficulty for students at this stage is in

ordering subgoals and specifying the cpetaUons to be used. For many

students the hardest 'part of problemSolvinglies with knowing what to

do first and organizing theizideas. Consequently, in addition to

teaching. students strategies, attention must be given to helping them '

organize their thinking 'and planning.

Stage 5i Planimplem.,:ttal.!,on

At this stage the problem solver tries out a plan which has been

devised. The possibility that executive errors may arise confounds the

situation at this stage. The student who correctly decides to make a

table and look fot.a patterwmay fail to see the pattern due to a simple

computation error. Errors of this type probably cannot be eliminated

but they can be reduced if instruction on implementing a-plan also con-

siders the importance of evalUating"the plan while it is being tried.

Thus, while stages 5 and 6 are distinct, they are not disjoint. The

main dangers of stage 5 are that the problem solver may forget the plan,
.

become confused at the plan is carried out, or be unable to fit together
/

. . /

the various parts of the plan. /Fitting together the parts.of.a plan can.

be a very difficult task in itself. This difficulty may arise from the

fact that the best seq. encing of steps in the plan or the beSt ordering

of subgoals may not be clear to the problem solver. .For'some problems

-the sequencing of subgoa s does t matter, while for others it is. ,

....,

essential that sub...goals be ach ilea in/a particularlorder. The reader

is referied to.Chapter 6.of ffickelgren's book How To Solve Problems for

an in-depth analysis-of-techniques
for defining subgoals.and using them

to solve problems Wickelgret, 1974),
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Stage 6: Procedures and Solution Evaluation

Successful problem solving usually is the result of systematic

evaluation of theappropriateness ofrthe decisions made during problem

Solving andthoughtfUl examination of the results obtained. The role

of evaluation in problem solving goes far beyond simply checking the

answer to be sure that it makes sense.. Instead it is an ongoing process,

that\begins as soon as the problem solver.begins.goal analysis and con-
.

tinues long after a solution has been found. Procedure and solution

evaluation may be viewed as a.process of seeking answers to certain

questions as the problem solver works on a problem. Representative of

the questions which should be asked.at each stage are the folloWings

A. Problem Comprehension: The problem solver evaluates how

well he /she understands what the problem is.

Uhat are the relevant and irrelevant data involved

in the problem?

Do I (problem solver) understand the relationships

among the information given?

Do I understand the meaning of all the terms that ..

are involved?

B. Coal Analysis: The problem solver categorizes the infor-

mation.into classes like givens,. operations, variables, etc.,

and attempts to lieritify the structure of the problem.

Are there any subgoals Which may help me achieve the

goal?

Can these subgOals be ordered? ,

-- IS my ordering of subgoals correct?
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Have I correctly- idcntified the conaitions operabing

in the problem?

-C. PlarlOeyslopmenti The problea solver sea=hes for a

method of proccaling.

.-7 Is there nt..,re-th.an one way to .do this. problem?

Is there a bent way?

Have I ever solved a problem like this one before?

p'& ;,n lead to the goal or a subgoal?

D. Plan Liplenantation: The problem solver tries out a plan.

-- Am I using this strategy correctly?

- - Ts the ordering of the steps in my plan appropriate or-

could I have used a different ordering?

E. Solution.Evoluations The problem solver analyzes the

results.

- - Is my solution generalizable?

Doec my, solution satisfy all the conditions Of the

problem?

What have I learned that will help me solve other

problems?

The' diagram which follows attempts to illustrate the interre-

lationships that exist among the stages in the model. It also suggests

How a student might proceed in solving aloroblem.
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figure 3: Schematic representation of a model of mathemaUcal problem
solving.

&Ithe Model May be Used

The most valuable aspect of.this model is that is provides a

conceptual,fraMeMorkfor identifying the factors Which most influence
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success in problem solving. This framework can be useful to the teacher

who is trying to organize appropriate problem solving experiences for

students by highlightiiig-various potential sourcesf difficulty for

problem solvers. Iteaso emphasizes that teachers cannot be content to

teach students how to solveproblemsby simply shoring a few "tricks of

the trade." Of course, the model does not describe problem'solving for

all types of problems and, in this sense at least, it is incomplete..

But0t does supply a partial explication of a theory of problem solving

which, although not fully conceptualized, is being created.. The devel-

opment of a theory of problem solving will give direction and add focus

to any research efforts. Such a theory is needed critically within

mathematics education at the present time. Nany of the research efforts

in mathematical. problem solving which have been conducted were well-

conceived and carefully done but the results of these efforts have had

little impact on instructional practice. This is partially due to the

diversity of types of research and the conflicting results which have

been obtained. It is also due to the fact that none of the results. seem

to be generalizable to all types of mathematical problems. It may be

that no single theory, and hence no single model, can accurately depict

problem'solving for all types of problems and all types of problem

solvers. Even with the posibility of such a state of affairs it is

worthwhile to continue the search fora suitable model since such a

search will provide valuable information about the nature of the'prob-

lem solving process.
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Plans forFuture Research

Although the iPSP is primarily a development project, an inves-

tigation of a few rczeszch questions will be.incluSeel as a part of the

efforts durinz 797..5-76. 14-:Itch of the work dope at I. U. during the past

year can be clar..11f1.;d larvIed on intensive

observation of stl:sntoi, conoation of problem:;, -013 ft.eLtion of a

problem solvirg nolule, and the design of a suitable model for mathe-

matical prot.7.en t.n.-e.77. While none of these endoavors.mn be cousid-

-ered resea,.;11 in 4..".3 s,7n.le- all o.:* the 14rec at I.U. was conducted

with a research spirit. Th7.1.t is.: every effort was made to approach each

issue in an cpen-mInded and objectf,ve maims' and to apply the scientific

method of inquiry. Perhaps.the most valuable result of the work at the

I.U. center was theldenti#cation of three areas within the problem

solving process which cause difficulty for fifth graderd. No of these

difficulties are related to problem comprehension, while the third is

related to plan development ad imlaementation.

1. Students often misread or misinterpreted problems.

2. Stu :ants had difficulty retening and coordinating multiple

conditions in a problem.

Students do not appear to use any strategies during problem

solving.

Further investigation of the first difficulty suggested that.

students often perceive a simplified version of .a stated problem. The

students then proceed' to solve the problem as they perceive it. In a'

few cases; the students were not even aware that. a problem existed. In

other caws students had trouble Understanding phrases in problems
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(e.g.4 "a checker in every row and in every column" and "every sixth

night"). Clearly, students cannot solve problems they don't fully under-

stand. It is important, then, to pay special attention to the factors

which influence problem comprehension. More specifically, it is impor-

tant to determine the primary determinants of reading difficulty since

most mathematical problems are presented in.a written'form.

Several measures of comprehension 'of written passages have been

developed by reading. specialists. However, there. is reason to believe

that these measures may not be apprOpriate for written mathematical

passages.since mathematical English appears to be much different.from

ordinary English. Kane (1968) suggests that there are at least four

difference& between mathematical English and:ordinary English:

1. .Bedundanciesofletters, word, and syntax are different;

2. Names,of.mathematical objects usually have a single

-tenotationu

'Adjectives are more important in mathematical English

than in ordinary English;

4. The grammar and syntax of mathematical English are less

flexible than in ordinary English.

If mathematical English issignificantly. different from ordinary

English, it is essential that-the nature of these differences be.deter;..

mined.. Two members of the MPSP staff at.I.U., Norman Webb. and Barbara

Moses, have designed, a study which.aims.at -identifying a reliable and

accurate measure of Comprehension of written mathematics problems.

Their study will investigate the following questions:
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1, Is the close *rroceduret a'reliable measnre of cc79rchension .

for individual mathematical problems?

2. What is the'relationahio_of certain stimulue-meesurPsof
mathenatical problem statements to the : c1c core
percentage?

it aimu1us.med:4LIL.cs dra be:..t predictors of moan

c307o.sosr percentage?
3.

Stimulus mcasuert vi.11 incirde such varilblen as the mmber of: one

syllable words or 100, ncnns per 100 words, personal words per 100

words, wor3s r-nes1,71.1f,.:rld mathemptical-meenAngs, symbols per 100,

words, connActivec per 100 words, average sentence length, number of

sentences ter 100 uords, and ;11.:717-er of 100 vords.

Uebb ami Noses expect that one or two stimulus measures will be

found that can be used to predict thedifficulty of comprehending a
. .

rlathematical problem. Thar alao expect the c3ote procedure to prove to

be an adequate measure of 'readability for mathemailcal problems. If;

such expectations are supported the task of classifying problemsaccord-

ing to complexity -will be greatly reduced.

The fact thmt many of the fifth graders were unable to coovdivate

and retain the conditions given in a re5b1cm has led to the design of a

study to investigate particular issuos related to this fact. Another

IWSP staff member, Fadia Herik, has decided to explore the influence the

number of conditions in a problem has on success in solving problems.

In addition she uill investla.ate the effect certain typas of teacher

The close procedure is a popular technique for measuring
readability of long passages. The procedure involves deleting every
nth word or symbol of a passage and replacing them with blanks. The
student must fill in the blanks. The score is determined by the
number of responses 'matching theAleleted,material., A high score indi-

cates high readability.
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clues has on problem solving success. This aspect of her study arose

from the observation that although fifth graders do not initially coor-

dinate multiple conditions simultanaousIyi they are able to do so in

some problems if the teacher provides clues or asks the students to

reread the problem.

Research studies like those of Webb And Hoses, and Harik have

been carefully conceived, organized, and planned. Their questions have

risen from,a concern for developing a sensible theory of. mathematical

problem solving. It is only by conducting research based on a sound

,conceptual framework that any significant progress will be made toward

developing instructional materials which will enhance children's ability

to solve mathematical problems.
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